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Abstract: Infrared thermography has increasingly gained importance because of environmental and 12	

technological advancements of this method and is applied in a variety of disciplines related to non-13	

isothermal flow. However, it has not been used so far for quantitative thermal analysis in saturated porous 14	

media. This article suggests infrared thermographic approach to obtain the entire surface temperature 15	

distribution (s) in water saturated porous media. For this purpose, infrared thermal analysis is applied with 16	

in-situ calibration for a better understanding of the heat transfer processes in porous media. Calibration is 17	

achieved with a combination of invasive sensors which are inserted into the medium and non-invasive 18	

thermal sensors in which sensors are not inserted to measure temperatures but it works through the 19	

detection of infrared radiation emitted from the surface. Thermocouples of relatively thin diameter are 20	

used to minimize the disturbance for flow. Thermocouples give the temperature values at specified 21	

positions inside the porous medium and these values are compared with the values suggested by the 22	

infrared thermographic device at the same positions, in the calibration exercise. The calibration process 23	

was repeated for different temperatures and flow rates to get the temperature distributions of the whole 24	

material inside the system. This technique enables us to measure accurate two-dimensional temperature 25	

distributions, which is not possible by using thermocouples only. Continuous point heat sources at 26	

different flow rates and temperatures are studied experimentally. Additionally, it offers numerical 27	

simulations of the experiments utilizing a finite element based model. A two dimensional density and 28	

viscosity-dependent flow and transport model accounting for thermal dispersion is utilized to simulate the 29	

experimental results. Possible small heat losses from the surface are incorporated in the model according 30	
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to the properties and thickness of the Plexiglas material used for the construction of the experiment tank. 31	

The numerical results agree well with the experimental observations.  32	

Keywords: Infrared thermography, saturated porous medium, temperature measurement, thermal 33	

dispersion 34	

1 Introduction	35	

The widespread interests in thermal processes of fluid bearing geological materials demand knowledge of 36	

thermal properties of the media and their accurate measurement. In addition to thermal properties, the 37	

behavior of the system at low and high temperatures is critical with meaningful analyses of the processes. 38	

Non-isothermal study of the fluid/rock systems include: management of geothermal reservoirs, enhanced 39	

oil recovery, underground thermal energy storage and disposal of nuclear waste in the subsurface 40	

(Somerton 1992). Temperature is the most frequently measured physical property (Bolf 2004) and its 41	

accurate measurement is crucial for non-isothermal analysis. There are several laboratory techniques 42	

available for measuring temperature and analyzing non-isothermal processes. Most of these techniques 43	

utilizing for example: thermocouples, thermometers, resistance temperature detectors (RTD), pyrometers, 44	

and thermistors yield point or local temperature values. In the invasive techniques, the sensor itself is 45	

considered as zero-dimensional (Astarita et al. 2000) and is placed inside the porous medium. Analysis 46	

with these techniques relies on the measured discrete point values to comprehend the physical phenomena 47	

in heat transfer and needs interpolation (e.g. Metzger et al. 2004; Lu and Gong 2009; Rau et al. 2012).  48	

This invasive method may disturb the flow pattern in the system to be analyzed. In order to study heat 49	

transfer in porous media, it is favorable to use non-invasive techniques since non-invasive sensors do not 50	

require physical contact between sensor and the medium. This technique yields continuous data without 51	

interpolation in accordance with the resolution of thermal detector. There exist two non-invasive 52	

thermographic temperature measuring techniques: Thermochromic liquid crystals, and Infrared 53	

thermography (IRT). Thermochromic liquid crystals are capable of displaying different colors at different 54	

temperatures. There are, however, a number of factors that limit the application of this approach in 55	

studying heat transfer in porous media. Firstly, it introduces difficulties in packing the saturated porous 56	

media in a system whose inner surface is polished with thermochromic liquid crystals (TCLCs). 57	

Secondly, it is limited due to availability of the crystals only for the small temperature ranges to be 58	

measured (Abdullad et al. 2010).  59	
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IRT, however, circumvents these shortcomings as the electromagnetic spectrum is divided into different 60	

bands of wavelength and can be used to detect a wide range of temperatures. IRT is a powerful optical 61	

method for measuring 2D surface temperature distributions in thermo-fluid dynamic analysis with high 62	

thermal and spatial resolutions. It is a non-contact and non-invasive technique. IRT yields a large number 63	

of continuous data points simultaneously and provides spatially resolved temperature distributions of the 64	

whole surface. It is a pictorial representation of the infrared energy emitted from the objects and is 65	

converted to temperature giving the quantitative as well as qualitative distributions of the surface 66	

temperature over a wide area. It is based on the detection of thermal radiation with a specific intensity 67	

emitted from a surface to be measured. Even very small temperature differences (millikelvins) can be 68	

sensed in real time (InfraTech Manual 2005). Its use has increased dramatically for convective heat 69	

transfer analysis as a result of technological advancements for imaging with reliable and portable 70	

instruments (Astarita et al. 2000; Bolf 2004; Meola and Carlomagno 2004; Magnani et al. 2007; Tropea et 71	

al. 2007). 72	

To the best of our knowledge, only very few researchers have applied infrared thermography to quantify 73	

spatial distributions and dynamics of non-uniform mass fluxes using surface temperature field related to 74	

evaporation in unsaturated porous media (Shahraeeni 2009; Shahraeeni and Or 2010, 2011). Recently, 75	

(Saeid et al 2014) utilized the IRT approach to study qualitatively the heat transfer in porous media but 76	

not quantitatively. They employed an invasive method using a series of thermocouples mounted on 77	

wooden sticks, to measure temperature changes at several points inside the experimental sand box. In 78	

order to measure the entire surface temperature distributions, we apply infrared thermography (IRT) for 79	

measurement of temperature distributions with in-situ calibration using only a few thermocouples of 80	

relatively thin diameter in saturated porous media, minimizing the disturbance for flow in the system.  81	

In this work, the main objective is to investigate the applicability of this experimental approach for 82	

quantitative thermal analysis in a saturated porous medium subjected to point heat injection of hot water 83	

under different flow conditions. For this purpose, a series of laboratory experiments are conducted. 84	

Moreover, it presents numerical simulations with finite element based model (COMSOL) accounting for 85	

density and viscosity changes induced by temperature changes. In this study, the results of the 86	

experiments are compared with the numerical simulations. 87	

This paper is structured as follows. First, the in-situ calibration procedure and basic principle of infrared 88	

thermography with experimental setup are briefly explained. Secondly, the governing equations and the 89	

numerical model are presented. Thirdly, the comparison between the numerical results and laboratory 90	
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experiments together with the parameter analysis are discussed. Finally the factors controlling the extent 91	

of thermal plume are identified. 92	

2 Experimental material and methods 93	

 94	

The experiments are conducted in a rectangular tank consisting of two parallel plexiglass plates each of 4 95	

mm thickness. The inner dimensions of the tank are 33×20×1cm with inlet and outlet constituted at left 96	

and right hand side of the tank respectively.  97	

A schematic drawing of the setup used in experiments is illustrated in Figure 1. The junctions of 15 98	

thermocouples ( )+

−
CrNi
AlNiK  

 
, each of 0.7 mm in diameter, are inserted from the back-side of the tank up to the 99	

middle of the inner side of the tank in 4 rows and 6 columns to measure temperature evolutions at specific 100	

positions in the tank for subsequent use in calibration. This insertion of the thermocouples only in 0.5 cm 101	

inner thickness does not affect the local temperature distribution on the front side of the tank surface due 102	

to the conduction of heat in both fluid and solid phases and presence of the same material for both front 103	

and back plates.  The thermocouple temperature measurements are used to calibrate the thermographic 104	

thermal evolutions according to the specified position of the thermocouples. This allows us to measure 105	

the entire surface temperature distributions in the saturated fine sand. The influence of the thermocouples 106	

on flow field is minimized by choosing thermocouples with a small diameter. The thermocouples are 107	

linked to Pico Data Acquisition Software (DAS) and their signals are directly converted to temperature 108	

readings on a computer (InfraTec manual 2005). A schematic arrangement of the thermocouples in the 109	

tank is presented in Figure 2. There are more thermocouples (1, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 12) present close to the 110	

channel 9 used for injecting hot water. The 5th thermocouple is at 3mm distance from the start of the tank 111	

in front of the 9th channel. The 16th thermocouple measures the temperature in the tube just in front of the 112	

inlet channel. 113	

A water bath maintains thermostatically controlled water supply for injection. The interior of the tank is 114	

cleaned carefully with distilled water and filled with well-sorted coarse sand. The top of the tank is sealed 115	
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with another plexiglass cap having leakage proof rubber below such it can be removed during filling with 116	

saturated porous media.  117	

As porous medium, a well-sorted coarse sand with diameter (d50) of 0.84mm is used. The measured 118	

weight, volume, density and porosity of the sand are listed in Table 1.  119	

To avoid trapping of air bubbles in the saturated medium, water wet sand was sprinkled into standing 120	

water inside the tank. At the same time, it was pressed with a stainless steel hammer gently to compact 121	

and homogenize the medium. A fine filter is placed inside the tank, both at the inlet and outlet sides, to 122	

prevent the entry of solid particles into the channels and clogging the system. Once the tank is filled with 123	

saturated porous medium, it is vibrated and leveled (Figure 3). 124	

The macroscopic homogeneity of the porous medium is controlled by visualizing the development of the 125	

colored tracer (A non-conducting color indicator: Resazurin Natriumsalz m.Zert) plumes along the tank. 126	

The shape, size and development of the plumes give a quantitative visual indication of the medium 127	

homogeneity. Whenever there are irregularities in the size and/or shape of the tracer plume, the tank is 128	

emptied and refilled to achieve a more homogeneous distribution of the grains.  129	

Water is pumped at either side of the tank with two IPC ASMATECH high precision peristaltic pumps 130	

having the option of variable flow rate. At the inlet side, water is pumped (forced flow) through 20 131	

capillaries (TYGON R3607 with ID: 1.02 mm and wall: 0.86 mm). Two different specific discharges 132	

(Darcy velocities) are used for the injection of the hot water of the flow container i.e. V1=1.0×10-4 m/s 133	

and V2=5.0×10-5 m/s. 134	

There are three water containers at the inlet side: a) to inject colored water, two b) and c) to inject demi 135	

water. Argon gas (inert gas) has been circulated in each container to substitute the dissolved gasses 136	

(oxygen, nitrogen etc.) in water.   137	

To inject hot water through one of the inlet channels, a heat exchanger is used in the waterbath. One of 138	

the capillaries after passing through the pump is connected to one side of the heat exchanger to provide 139	

cold water which gets heated inside the exchanger. The  outlet of the exchanger is continuously giving hot 140	

water i.e. in case of continuous point heat source experiment to the tank through the 9th channel with the 141	
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same flow rate as the other 19 inlet channels as shown in Figure 1. The physical configuration of the 142	

system is presented in Figure 4.  143	

To inject water at the required temperature, heat losses between the inlet point and the waterbath are 144	

minimized by circulation water in a large diameter capillary surrounding the small capillary giving water 145	

to 9th channel. The aforementioned setup ensures a uniform flow field in the container.  146	

Heat losses from the set up were carefully identified by visualizing the surroundings of the tank and 147	

minimized to avoid experimental errors. After each experimental case, the saturated porous medium is 148	

flushed by several pore volumes of demi water to ensure that there is clean cold water at room 149	

temperature (200C) for the next run of the experiment.  150	

The Infrared camera is adjusted and mounted perpendicular to the surface of the tank to record thermal 151	

images. Thermal images were recorded at interval of 30 minutes. The basics of IR thermography are 152	

explained briefly in Section 4. For the observation (qualitative analysis) of the flow patterns, digital 153	

images are taken by using a Logitech webcam at proper intervals in time. During the first half an hour, 154	

digital images were recorded at 5 minutes interval as high thermal gradient is near the hot water injection 155	

point and subsequently at 30 minutes interval to observe the colored water movement influenced by 156	

temperature distributions. The colored water gives indication of upward movement of water at low 157	

velocity (V2) with pronounced density and viscosity effects. 158	

3 Procedure for in-situ calibration 159	

There are different ways to calibrate infrared thermographic systems to achieve thermal data of the entire 160	

surface. The most accurate one is in-situ calibration, in which data from invasive point sensors 161	

(thermocouples) and IR thermographs are recorded simultaneously within the experimental facility. The 162	

embedded thermocouples give discrete local temperature measurements, at the same time IR 163	

thermographs are recorded. The accuracy of a thermocouple readings depend on the calibration curve, its 164	

exact position at the surface and its orientation with respect to temperature gradients (Schulz 2000). For 165	

transient analysis, calibration becomes more complicated as compared to steady state analysis. Even very 166	

small variations in the position of the thermocouple and the corresponding pixel of the infrared image can 167	

lead to pronounced temperature gradients. The use of very thin thermocouples causes disturbance in their 168	

position as thin thermocouples are bent when the porous medium is filled in the system and stirred to 169	

make it homogeneous. So, we used thermocouples with diameter (0.7mm) such that there is no 170	

disturbance in their position at the time of filling with saturated porous media. The thermocouples located 171	
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in high temperature gradients are excluded from calibration curve by some researchers. For example, 172	

Schulz 2000; Gritsch et al. 1998; Fukukawa and Ligrani 2002; Won et al. 2004 have employed the 173	

readings of only those thermocouples for calibration which are located approximately in uniform 174	

temperature areas.  However, we have employed data of all the thermocouples for calibration in this 175	

thermographic analysis. The shape of the calibration curves is different depending upon the temperature 176	

and injection rate of the fluid. The calibration curves for these three continuous point heat scenarios are 177	

shown in Figure 5. There is naturally a discrepancy between the temperature at the surface of the 178	

Plexiglas, measured by the thermographic device,  and that measured in the interior, away from the wall, 179	

by the thermocouple. This physical difference is mainly controlled by the thermo-physical properties and 180	

thickness of the plexiglass as well as the injected water temperature. Our experimental results (Figure 5) 181	

show that the calibration relations are affected with the flow rate and temperature of the injected water. 182	

The differences between the IR temperature and interior temperature are higher for the experiments with 183	

lower injected temperature and flow rates. Note that the thermal conductivity of plexiglass is low (0.17 184	

Wm-1K-1) as compared to energy carrier (water) and porous medium (Table 1). Heat losses were carefully 185	

minimized to avoid experimental errors.  186	

It is a critical step to extract relevant data from a thermograph containing surroundings of the 187	

experimental setup and to know where the boundaries of the tank in the thermograph are. A cold structure 188	

is used to identify the boundaries of the system to achieve better calibration curves and quantify the 189	

surface temperature distributions as shown in Figure 6. The colorbar in Figure 6 shows infrared 190	

temperature distributions which are used for the calibration of the system in correspondence to 191	

thermocouple readings at given position. 192	

Figure 7 presents the evolution of temperature observed in some of the thermocouples for two cases with 193	

two different temperatures but at same injection rate. At high flow rate, temperature at the inlet channel is 194	

higher as there is less heat loss between water bath and inlet point when compared to low flow rate. The 195	

most prominent variation in thermocouple temperatures occurs at early times. The experiment with 196	

injection of water at 700C (Tinj) reaches the steady state faster than the one at 500C. Thermal sensors that 197	

are close to the 9th channel, show the most rapid change in temperature and also high temperature values. 198	

Note that the injected water temperature is slightly lower than the water bath temperature depending on 199	

the injection rate. 200	

4 Basic principle of infrared thermography (IRT) 201	
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All objects with surface temperature above absolute zero i.e. -2730C or 4600F, emit infrared radiation 202	

(IRR). The wavelength can be determined by the temperature distribution (Meola and Carlomagno 2004). 203	

IR thermography is a powerful optical and pictorial method for measuring 2D surface temperature 204	

distributions depending on the emitted infrared energy from the objects. This energy is converted to 205	

temperature giving a quantitative as well as a qualitative surface temperature distribution. 206	

The infrared band is a part of electromagnetic radiation spectrum that ranges from 0.75-1000 mµ  of 207	

wavelength and is invisible to the naked human eye.  It is subdivided into four categories distinguished by 208	

absorption characteristics, a) near infrared NIR (0.75- 3 mµ ) b) middle infrared MIR (3-6 mµ ), c) far 209	

infrared FIR (6-15 mµ ) and d) extreme infrared EIR (15-1000 mµ ) radiations (Astarita et al. 2000). MIR 210	

band cameras produce higher quality images with better resolution compared to other cameras (Tropea et 211	

al. 2007).  212	

The frequency of the maximum intensity of radiation emitted is proportional to the temperature and 213	

inversely related to wavelength i.e. the shorter the wavelength the higher the temperature and also higher 214	

the frequency is.  215	

Quantitative analysis of thermal images (thermographs) obtained in real time during experiments is 216	

performed by an IR image processing software. We accomplished quantitative measurements by using the 217	

IRBIS plus 2.2 thermographic systems. Thermographs are recorded in particular time intervals. The 218	

recorded images are replayed, reviewed and processed according to real time, permitting scanner 219	

adjustments done during the tests. The signal detected by a scanner is amplified, digitized and visualized 220	

using 256 colors (8 bit resolution) on the monitor of the system. Each color shade of the displayed 221	

thermograph has a specific temperature as is seen in Figure 6.  222	

An IR thermal imager is a camera that detects the electromagnetic energy radiated from a surface and 223	

converts into electronic video signal. The detector is the core of the IR thermographic system which is a 224	

two dimensional transducer and allows for accurate measurement of surface temperatures (Carlomagno 225	

and Cardone 2010). The camera is operated using the principle of object scanning. In our experiments, 226	

Varioscan 3022 high resolution IR camera has been used. It comprises of a MCT detector having an edge 227	

length of 100×100 mµ  that typically performs measurements of the temperature in the middle of the 228	

infrared MIR window of radiation. The resolution of Varioscan 3022 is 360×240 pixels.  The horizontal 229	

scanner scans lines consisting of 360 pixels and vertical scanner scans with 240 pixels, each being 230	

recorded at a frequency of 135Hz (InfraTec manual 2005). The focal length (f) of the scanner is 35mm. 231	

Its scanned object field is 300(H) ×200(V) with an operating wavelength from 2-5 micrometer. The 232	
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imaging optics of varioscan camera can measure the temperature of the object surface from a distance of 233	

0.2m to infinity and the temperature measuring range is from (-100C to +12000C).  234	

In a typical set up for infrared thermographic temperature mappings, the incident radiation onto the 235	

infrared detector comprises the radiation form the test surface, atmospheric transmittance and radiation 236	

from the surroundings (Carlomagno and Cardone 2010). 237	

The performance of an IR thermographic system is customary evaluated in terms of accurate information 238	

obtained per unit time through thermographs. It can be expressed by: thermal sensitivity, scan speed, 239	

image resolution, intensity resolution (Minkina and Dudzik 2009; Astarita et al. 2000; Tropea et al. 2007). 240	

One of the important factors that determine the measurement error is the distance between camera and the 241	

object surface. In our experiments, the distance between the tank surface and the IR camera is 94cm, 242	

which results in very small errors (negligible). 243	

4.1 Laws for radiative heat transfer 244	

A body that emits the maximum amount of energy in the form of radiation at a given temperature is called 245	

a black body. There are some laws that describe the energy emitted in the form of radiations per 246	

wavelength for a given black body.  247	

In 1901, Plank derived a law of radiation that relates the energy flux per wavelength (W/m3), emitted by a 248	

black body in the hemisphere outside its surface. 249	

)1(
),( /5

1
2 −

= TC
p

e
CTI λλ

λ  250	

1C (W/m2) and 2C (mK) are the first and second rate universal radiation constants, T  is the absolute 251	

temperature, λ is the wavelength of the radiation, pI is monochromatic radiation intensity (energy flux 252	

per wavelength). 
 

253	

( )KmkhcCmmWhcC Bo ⋅×==×== µµπ 4
2

2482
01 1043878.1 and )/.(1074177.32  254	

Where h denotes Plank’s constant, 0c speed of light, Bk is the Boltzmann constant 255	

Plank’s law is integrated over the entire spectrum to give Stefan-Boltzmann’s law (1879). It prescribes 256	

that the total energy radiated per unit surface area of a black body per unit time (the total hemispherical 257	

(1)	
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emissive power or black body irradiance) is directly proportional to the fourth power of absolute 258	

temperature (thermodynamic temperature).  259	

Equation (1) describes the maximum amount of radiation emitted by a black body at a given temperature. 260	

But real objects normally emit only a part of it. The ratio of the radiation emitted by a real object and the 261	

black body radiation is called emissivity coefficient. According to Stefan, for a perfect black body the 262	

radiation emittance yields 263	

4

0

),()( TdTITE pS σλλ == ∫
∞

 264	

Where σ is Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant (derived from other constants in nature) which is equal to 265	

5.5707×10-8 Wm-2K-4. For real bodies the above equation has to be corrected with the emissivity 266	

coefficientε , yielding  267	

4TES εσ=  268	

Where ε (-) is the emissivity of the body. In our experiments, we used plexiglass plates to build the 269	

experimental tank. The emissivity of the plexiglass surface is 0.92. 270	

Plank’s law is differentiated with respect to wavelength to achieve maximum radiation intensity. This is 271	

described by Wien’s displacement law. 272	

T/2898max =λ    273	

Plank’s law is applicable for infrared thermography as infrared camera detectors use a limited range of the 274	

electromagnetic spectrum (Carlomagno and Cardone 2010; Astarita et al. 2000). The principles of 275	

infrared thermography, causes of errors, uncertainties and radiative heat transfer laws are explained in 276	

detail in textbook by Minkina and Dudzik 2009. 277	

5 Experimental results  278	

A uniform and constant flow is introduced in the experimental tank filled with saturated sand. There is 279	

injection of cold water through the 19 inlet channels of the tank while one channel is used to inject hot 280	

water at constant temperature continuously. The results of experiments with the continuous point heat 281	

source in saturated coarse sand are presented here for different scenarios: 1) V1=1.0×10-4 m/s, Tinj=500C 282	

(2)	

(3)	

(4)	
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(V1T50), 2) V1=1.0×10-4 m/s, Tinj=700C (V1T70),  and 3) V2=5.0×10-5 m/s Tinj=700C (V2T70). The 283	

thermocouples and thermographic data recorded at same position were used for calibration. These 284	

calibration curves for three different cases at steady state are presented in Figure 5. The resulting 285	

evolutions of the temperature in the thermocouples at one flow rate and two different temperatures are 286	

shown in Figure 7. 287	

Figure 8 gives comparison of the entire surface temperature distributions (steady state) of three cases  288	

with point heat sources at different flow rates and water bath temperatures. Shades of different colors are 289	

representing different temperature values. It is clear that the plume width for the experiment with lower 290	

injection rate (V2=5.0×10-5 ms-1) is wider than that of for the experiment with high injection rate 291	

(V1=1.0×10-4 ms-1). This is in accordance with the findings of (Rau et al. 2012; Saeid et al. 2014).	292	

Figure 9 shows comparison of thermal contours at same velocity (V1=1.0×10-4 ms-1) but at two different 293	

water bath temperatures (500C and 700C). Pronounced gravity and viscosity effects can be observed for 294	

the experiment with high temperature water injection. 295	

This Figure shows that both the thermal plume length and the width are more pronounced at high 296	

temperature water injection as compared to injection at low temperature for same flow rates. For V1T70, 297	

a maximum of 2% decrease in density of water inside the heat plume causes vertical flow. This together 298	

with higher transversal dispersion makes the plume of V1T70 experiment wider than that of V1T50 299	

experiment.  Note that the density effect for the V1T50 experiment is not noticeable. It is also evident that 300	

increasing the viscosity ratio (viscosity of displacing water/viscosity of displaced water) shortens the 301	

length of the plume. The plume length and thickness are measured by measuring the distance between 302	

contours. The maximum temperature difference for the V1T70 and V1T50 experiments are 480C and 303	

280C respectively. The viscosity ratios for V1T70 and V1T50 experiments are equal to 0.42 and 0.54 304	

respectively.   305	

In many hydro-geological studies, constant properties without checking its appropriateness in the field of 306	

convection in porous media are used for the sake of simplicity and because of computational limitations. 307	

Employing this assumption for modeling or theoretical analyses can give erroneous results (Hooman, 308	

2008). For example viscosity of water decreases by about 240% when temperature increases from 100C -309	

500C (Hooman and Gurgenci, 2008). Hooman and Gurgenci (2008) investigated numerically the 310	

influence of temperature dependent viscosity on forced convection of a liquid through a porous medium 311	
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bounded by isoflux parallel plated backed by a theoretical analysis. There is more heat transfer in terms of 312	

change in viscosity as compared to constant viscosity because decrease in viscosity increases flow which 313	

in return increases heat transfer. 314	

The Reynolds number can be calculated using the following relation 315	

f

mf vd
µ

ρ
=Re  316	

where v is the average linear velocity [m/s] and md is the mean diameter of the grain particles [m]. When 317	

calculated Re for V1T70 and V2T70, we obtain 0.24 and 0.024 respectively. 318	

Figure 10 shows comparison of the temperature contours for two different flow rates but at the same 319	

injection temperature. There is difference of 3.25 cm in the length of the thermal contour at 0.25 320	

temperature when compared at same temperature T=700C but two different flow velocities. The length of 321	

the plume for velocity q2 is short and its thickness is 2cm and 1cm more above and below the injection 322	

point respectively  as compared to q1. At low flow rate, the length of the thermal plume is less and width 323	

is more. This difference in the plume length and width is because of the Pe number. Pe is smaller for the 324	

V2T70 as compared to the Pe value for V1T70. The water in the porous medium has more time to 325	

conduct heat in all directions for low Pe as shown in Figure 10, in which normalized contours at same 326	

injection temperature (700C) are presented at two different flow rates. 327	

 328	

The thermal Peclet number is defined as 329	

eff

fpt

k
qLc

Pe
)(ρ

=  330	

where fpc )(ρ is the volumetric heat capacity [Jm-3K-1], q denotes Darcy velocity [ms-1], L is a 331	

characteristic length [-] and effk is the effective thermal conductivity based on volume fraction [Wm-1K-1]. 332	

Heat transport is convection dominated when tPe >1 and conduction dominated when tPe <1. The 333	

values of thermal and solute Peclet number must differ by orders of magnitude for the same Darcy 334	

velocity (Rau et al, 2012; Ghislain 1986). The Pe for V1T70 and V2T70 are 55 and 5 respectively.   335	

The buoyancy effects decrease with an increase in flow rate and forced convective effects are enhanced as 336	

gravity number for V1T70 is higher than that for V2T70. The heat transfer rate is increased in the forced 337	

convection case and the value of maximum temperature is relatively higher. 338	

 339	

6 Governing equations  340	

(6)	

(5)	
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The mass balance equation for fluid flow in a non-deformable porous medium reads 341	

( ) 0=⋅∇+
∂
∂

q
t

n f
f ρ

ρ
                   342	

Where n is the porosity [-] of the porous medium, fρ is the fluid density [kgm-3], t  is the time [s] and 343	

q is the Darcy velocity vector [ms-1]. The mass balance equation is supplemented with constitutive 344	

equations to overcome the deficit of information. 345	

Darcy’s law is applied to give a linear relationship between Darcy velocity (specific discharge) and 346	

pressure gradient for the flow range, yielding in two space dimensions 347	

⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎜⎜⎝

⎛
+

∂
∂−=

∂
∂−= zf

f
y

f
x ge

y
pkq

x
pkq ρ

µµ
          ;                             348	

where k  is intrinsic permeability [m2], a property of the solid phase, p the fluid pressure [Nm-2], g  is 349	

acceleration due to gravity [ms-2], fµ  is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid [kg.m-1s-1)], ze is the unit 350	

vector in the z-positive direction i.e. pointing in the upward direction.  351	

For saturated porous media assuming local thermal equilibrium, the continuum energy conservation 352	

equation without sink and source terms neglecting the viscous dissipation (justifiable assumption for flow 353	

at low Reynolds number) in  are given as follows (Nield and Bejan 2006; Kaviany 1995) 354	

 ( ) ( ) TkT
n
qc

t
Tc efffpeffp

2∇=∇+
∂
∂ ρρ  355	

Where effk is the effective (equivalent) thermal conductivity [Wm-1K-1] of the saturated porous medium 356	

(transport property) taken as a constant considering its variation is small upto 1000C. The effective 357	

thermal conductivity is dependent on the thermal conductivities of the phases and physical properties of 358	

the rock. The heat contents of the saturated porous media are calculated by the summation of the heat 359	

contents of porous media and fluid constituents on mass fraction basis. There is no evidence that the 360	

intimate contacts of the fluid and solid material alter the heat contents of individual constituents of the 361	

saturated porous media (Somerton 1992). 362	

(9)	

(8)	

(7)	
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The term at the right side of Equation (9) represents conduction of heat in the media.  At a macroscopic 363	

scale, Fourier’s law relating .condF ,	the	conductive heat flux (Wm-2), linearly to T∇ ,	the thermal gradient 364	

(Km-1) in a porous medium reads 365	

TF mcond ∇−= κ. 	366	

where mκ  (Wm-1K-1) is a constant of proportionality, i.e. thermal conductivity of a medium. 	367	

According to the effective thermal conductivity model (ETCM) in a simple parallel arrangement, the 368	

effective thermal conductivity reads 369	

( ) sfeff knnkk −+= 1  370	

The effective thermal diffusivity is also based on volume fraction of both solid and fluid phases as  371	

( ) ( ) ( )( )
spfpeffp cncnc ρρρ −+= 1   372	

6.1 Thermal dispersion 
373	

The tortuous nature of the porous medium results into dispersion of mass and heat due to local scale 
374	

variations in the path of fluid flow: local velocity variations.  
375	

Mass dispersion is a ubiquitous phenomenon that is resulted from the combination of molecular diffusion 376	

and mechanical dispersion. While thermal dispersion is assumed to be the combined effect of thermal 377	

diffusion (conduction) both in the fluid and solid phases of the porous medium and local velocity 378	

variations. It is the result of thermal gradient causing transfer of kinetic energy among the colliding 379	

molecules and convection induced mechanical thermal dispersion depending on the nature of saturated 380	

porous media. 381	

Equation (9) is used when thermal dispersion is disregarded and only stagnant thermal conductivity is 382	

applied for both phases. When inducing thermal dispersion, Equation (9) has to be replaced by following 383	

equation 
 

384	

( )
( ) ( )TDT

n
q

c

c

t
T

Th
effp

fp
∇⋅∇=∇+

∂
∂

ρ
ρ

 385	 (13)	

(11)	

(12)	

(10)	
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where   ( )
( )
( ) ( )

( )
( ) ⎟

⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
⋅−+⎟

⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
+=

effp

fp
TL

effp

fp
T

effp

eff
Th c

c

q
qqI

c

c
q

c
k

D
ρ
ρ

αα
ρ
ρ

α
ρ

, Tα  is transverse thermal 386	

dispersivity [m], Lα  longitudinal thermal dispersivity [m] , I is a unit matrix, ( ) == eff
effp

eff

c
k

α
ρ

 effective 387	

thermal diffusivity [m2s-1], q  is the magnitude of fluid velocity vector q [ms-1]. 388	

6.2 Thermal retardation 389	

Note that, Equation (13), the thermal front velocity is retarded. The thermal retardation factor thR ,	  reads 390	

( )( )
( ) ⎟

⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛ −
+=

fp

sp
th cn

cn
nR

ρ
ρ1

1   391	

Where the subscripts s and f represent fluid and solid phases respectively. 392	

6.3 Equation of state (EOS) 393	

The equation of state (EOS) is a thermodynamic equation that relates state variables of a system under a 394	

given set of physical conditions.  Equations of state are only applicable at equilibrium or at dynamic 395	

conditions when deviations from equilibrium are relatively small (Pinder and Gray 2008). 396	

In case of fluid density changes with temperature, disregarding the density changes due to variations in 397	

pressure and dissolved matter, the equation of state yields  398	

( ) ( )[ ]00 exp TTT T −== βρρρ       399	

 where 0ρ , 0T ,	 Tβ  are reference density [kg/m3], reference temperature [K], and volumetric thermal 400	

expansion coefficient which is defined as [ ]  105.21 104

0

−−×≈
∂
∂−= K
TT
ρ

ρ
β               	 401	

There exists also an exponential relation for the viscosity dependency on temperature for fluid convection 402	

in a saturated porous medium. 403	

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]0000 1exp TTTTT TT −−≈−−== βµβµµµ  404	 (17) 

(15)	

(16)	

(14)	
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where µ is the dynamic viscosity [kgm-1s-1] at some temperature, 0µ is the reference dynamic viscosity 405	

[kgm-1s-1], Tβ is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient [K-1] and 0T  is a reference temperature [K]. 406	

7 Comparison of experimental results with numerical simulation 407	

 408	

For a better understanding of thermal convection in porous media, the experimental results are 409	

numerically analyzed. In order to analyze numerically, we solved the proposed set of equations using a 410	

finite element based model (Comsol Multiphysics). In analog to solute dispersion, thermal dispersion is 411	

also important due to enhanced spreading of thermal energy resulting from vigorous (pronounced) and 412	

forced convective heat transfer. The parameters used in the modeling are given in Table 1.  413	

The medium is considered as homogeneous and isotropic. Initially, the saturated medium is at room 414	

temperature (200C). All boundary conditions are in line with the experimental setup. 415	

In order to study the importance of thermal dispersion, the above mentioned experimental cases are 416	

simulated with and without thermal dispersion effects and compared with the experimental results. In the 417	

absence of thermal dispersion, only the effective thermal conductivity term (given in Equation 11) is 418	

used. 419	

Figure 11 a) and 11 b) show a comparison of the experimental results with the representative numerical 420	

simulations at variable fluid density and viscosity with and without dispersion effects on temperature 421	

distributions. As was observed experimentally, the plume length is shorter for low velocity experiments 422	

as compared to high velocity experiment. While the plume width is larger for low velocity experiments as 423	

compared to high velocity experiment. This difference in the plume length and width is because of the 424	

temperature induced viscosity and gravity effects in the saturated porous medium. 425	

 There are small discrepancies in the numerical and experimental results given in Figure 11. These 426	

discrepancies can be due to the heterogeneity of the porous media as we assumed homogeneous porous 427	

medium in numerical simulations. This small scale heterogeneity of the porous medium is shown in 428	

Figure 3. The best fit to the experimental data is achieved with variable fluid density and viscosity when 429	

the transverse dispersion length is 1 mm for q1=1.0×10-4 m/s. While thermal dispersion has negligible 430	

effect on temperature distributions for the low flow rate case q2=5.0×10-5 m/s.  Utilizing transverse 431	

dispersivity equal to 1mm yields the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) or standard error 4.2% and 4% for 432	

V1T70 and V1T50, respectively. 433	

Figure 12 gives a comparison of the V1T50 experiment with the numerical simulation, again at variable 434	

density and viscosity and with dispersive effects.  435	
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The length of the thermal plume with variable fluid density and viscosity including dispersive effects is 436	

approximately the same as the experimental thermal plume. The length of thermal plume decreases with 437	

increasing transverse dispersivity. Longitudinal dispersion effects are disregarded at steady state (Ham et 438	

al., 2004). While transverse dispersion is higher and attains its maximum value in steady state (Metzger et 439	

al., 2004). 440	

This comparison of the experimental results with the numerical solutions under variable density 441	

and viscosity shows that even for temperature differences in the range of low temperature 442	

geothermal systems density and viscosity effects cannot be ignored and must be considered.  443	

The importance of considering variable density and viscosity along with thermal dispersion 444	

effects to predict the lifetime of low enthalpy geothermal system was also demonstrated by Saeid 445	

et al., 2014. According to Saeid et al., the lifetime of a geothermal system is overestimated if 446	

variations in density and viscosity are disregarded in case of hot water injection. The up-scaled 447	

numerical study reveals also that, for Darcy velocities lower than 5×10-6 ms-1, thermal dispersion 448	

in both hot injection and cold injection scenarios, for a range of thermal dispersion coefficient of 449	

0.003 m < Lα  < 0.3 m and 0.001 m < Tα  < 0.1 m, is small. For higher Darcy velocity ranges, 450	

however, the effect of thermal dispersion within these ranges is more pronounced. Hence, it is 451	

important to be considered in the design of deep low-enthalpy geothermal systems. 452	

8 Sensitivity analysis 453	

Effects of other parameters are also investigated through sensitivity analysis. The experimental 454	

case at 700C (V1T70) is used for sensitivity analysis.  455	

Figure 13 shows the vertical temperature profiles at two horizontal positions (x=2mm near the 456	

inlet side and at x=5cm) for different porosity, flow rate and density of sand grains. As to be 457	

expected, velocity variations have the most pronounced effect on the temperature distributions. 458	

Porosity and solid particle density variations can be considered as not relevant.  459	

Figure 14 shows the vertical temperature profiles at two horizontal positions (x=2mm near the 460	

inlet side and at x=5cm) for different permeability and thermal conductivity of sand grains. It 461	

shows that thermal conductivity and permeability of sand significantly influence the temperature 462	

distributions.  463	
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We found that the main parameters contributing to the shape of the plume at the steady state are 464	

flow rate, thermal conductivity, intrinsic permeability and transverse dispersion length of the 465	

porous medium.  466	

9 Conclusions 467	

In this work, infrared thermography (IRT), a non-intrusive and contactless technique has been 468	

applied for temperature measurement of the surface. The basic principle of infrared 469	

thermography and in-situ calibration procedure are briefly explained. The applicability of a 470	

combined method consisting of contact and contactless thermal sensors is studied to achieve 471	

more accurate calibration relations minimizing the disturbance for flow in the systems. The 472	

measured values of thermocouples located at specified positions are used to calibrate the data of 473	

thermographs and then this calibration relation is applied to calibrate the entire surface 474	

temperature distributions measured with IRT. This work demonstrates that in-situ calibration 475	

experimental method provides two dimensional temperature measurements by a contactless 476	

technique. This method offers a great flexibility to measure temperature/flux at any location at 477	

the same instant. Two different injection rates are applied to visualize and quantify the 478	

temperature distributions and also to investigate the effects of transverse thermal dispersion on 479	

temperature distributions under variable fluid density and viscosity.  480	

It is clear that infrared thermography is a highly effective, valuable and powerful technique to 481	

achieve entire surface temperature distribution if a more accurate in-situ calibration procedure is 482	

practiced. In-situ calibration reduces the errors caused by deviations from the ideal measuring 483	

situation. Infrared thermal sensors can give an in-depth understanding of the heat transfer 484	

processes. 485	

Experimental results and their comparison with numerical simulation provide a better 486	

approximation including thermal dispersion. At high flow rate, the thickness of the thermal 487	

plume is less and length is more as compared to low flow rate  as heat has more time to be 488	

conducted in different directions in case of low flow rate.  489	

Comparison of experimental results with numerical simulations with and without dispersion 490	

effects at variable fluid density show that thermal dispersion should not be ignored in heat 491	
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transfer analysis particularly when Pe is high. Excluding thermal dispersion contribution, the 492	

numerical results show that the length of the plume is increased for high flow rate. There is a 493	

disagreement in the earth science community over the importance of thermal dispersivity, which 494	

is depending on the properties of porous media.  We found that with variable fluid density and 495	

viscosity, thermal dispersion should be a part of the conductive-convective model. Sensitivity 496	

analysis shows that the main controlling parameters are the flow rate, thermal conductivity, 497	

intrinsic permeability and transverse dispersion length of a porous medium. 498	

However, IR thermography has also some limitations. It can only be used when thermal 499	

radiations are emitted from the surface which means it is not applicable when the sidewalls of the 500	

experimental tank are very thick and resistant to thermal emission. 501	
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Properties Solid particles Water 

Thermal conductivity [Wm-1K-1] 3.5 0.6 

Density [kgm-3] 2000 1000 

Heat capacity [Jkg-1.K-1] 900 4184 

Intrinsic Permeability [m2] 3.3×10-10 ---- 

Porosity [-] 0.35 ---- 

Viscosity[Pa.s] ---- 1.0×10-3 

Thermal expansion coefficient [K-1] ---- 2.5×10-4 

 

Table 1: Properties of sand and water 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the experimental set up used for thermal convection in saturated 
porous medium. The channel 9 (at the inlet) is used for injecting the hot water  

 

 



 

Figure 2: Arrangement of 16 thermocouples for calibration of the thermographic system 

 

Figure 3: Experimental tank filled with saturated porous medium (coarse sand) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Physical configuration of the thermal convection with continuous point heat source 
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Figure 5: Calibration curves calculated for three different scenarios a) V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 700C water bath 
temperature b) V2=5×10-5 ms-1 at 700C water bath temperature c) V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 500C water bath 
temperature  

 

 

 



 

Figure 6: A rectangular structure cooled in a refrigerator, is put at the boundaries of the tank to identify 

the concerned area for temperature measurement at the time of recording a thermograph. It helps to 

determine the boundaries of the tank saturated with porous media in the thermograph.  

 

Figure 7: Temperature distributions in the thermocouples used for calibration of the system a) for 
V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 700C water bath temperature b) for V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 500C water bath temperature. 
Thermocouple 16 lies outside the tank and measures the temperature just out of the channel used to inject 
hot water. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 8: Surface temperature distributions for: a) V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 700C water bath temperature b) 
V2=5×10-5 ms-1 at 700C water bath temperature c) V1=1×10-4 ms-1at 500C water bath temperature  

 

Figure 9: Comparison of progression of thermal contours at V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 500C and 700C water bath 
temperature in the same porous medium 



 

Figure 10: Comparison of progression of thermal contours for experiments with two different injection 
velocities: V1=1×10-4 ms-1 and V2=5×10-5. The injected heat plume has same temperature (700C water 
bath temperature) 

 

 

a) 



 

Figure 11: Comparison of experimental dimensionless temperature contours with numerical simulations 
with variable fluid density and viscosity and with/without dispersion effects on temperature distributions: 

a) V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 700C water bath temperature b) V2=5×10-5 ms-1 at 700C water bath temperature 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Comparison of experimental dimensionless temperature contours with numerical simulations 
at variable fluid density and viscosity including thermal dispersion and without dispersion effects on 
temperature distributions:  at V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 500C water bath temperature  

b) 



 

Figure 13: a) Effect of porosity, b) flow rate and c) density of the solid grains at two different horizontal 
positions (x=2mm, 5cm) using simulations at variable fluid density and viscosity including 1mm 
transverse thermal dispersion on temperature distributions:  at V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 700C water bath 
temperature  

 

 

Figure 14: a) Effect of thermal conductivity, and b) intrinsic permeability using simulations with variable 
fluid density and viscosity including 1mm transverse thermal dispersion on temperature distributions:  at 
V1=1×10-4 ms-1 at 700C water bath temperature  

	


